MediQuik Drug Cards

All the essential facts you need to administer drugs safely—at your fingertips—ready for patient rounds!

- Expanded coverage, with more drugs than ever—over 1,000— Including 400 common generics and 31 recent FDA approvals
- Completely updated with tall-man lettering, black box warnings, overdose signs and symptoms, and other safety alerts
- Nursing process focus—relevant in the classroom or at the patient’s bedside
- Vitamins appendix
- Free Online Toolkit! Monthly drug updates available at http://thepoint.lww.com/MediQuik

Wolters Kluwer
MediQuik Drug Cards, the card deck companion to Nursing2015 Drug Handbook, provides concise drug information in a handy card format. Nursing students preparing for the NCLEX and practicing nurses who need a quick reference to specific drugs will find this deck a valuable tool, with a plastic sleeve for carrying selected cards, the drug cards offer important drug information, including generic and trade names with pronunciations, indications and dosages, contraindications and cautions, and much more. This new edition features: Tall-man lettering for easy-to-confuse generic drug names; Overdose signs and symptoms; and an Appendix on vitamins. The Nursing Process is used to address patient assessment, key nursing diagnoses, planning and implementation, including patient teaching and evaluation of patient outcomes. Additional cards addressing available forms and indications and uses of vitamins are also included. Users of MediQuik are provided access to a free Online Toolkit featuring study aids and practical tips on drug safety and administration videos, pharmacology animations, over 300 NCLEX-style questions, drug pronunciation guide, English-to-Spanish audio translation guide, patient-teaching sheets and a dosage calculator.
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**Customer Reviews**

Whether your a med student or a nursing student, these are a life saver and will be well worth the purchase saving you more time to study. 300 drug cards, a ring, and a pouch come in the container. It has online resources, herbal drug guide, pharm. videos, strategies, tables, therapeutic guidelines, risk evaluations and so much more. These are well worth the money and comes with many
Best med cards out so far (March 2015)!!! Gives drug names, class, action, a/e, nursing considerations, and patient dosing. After scouring through various med card reviews this deck contained majority of med's I needed this 2nd semester in nursing. Usually only had to hand write no more than 4 cards that were not in the deck. Definitely saved me time and gave more time to study! They also include a ring for the cards and a clear plastic caring pouch for about 30 cards. The only areas for improvement would be that they are the size of Large index cards and are only as thin as a soft cover book. Lamination would protect the cards more and something more of normal size index card would have been nice.

I got these for nursing school, and they had pretty much everything that I needed to know for class and clinicals. There were a few common meds that were missing, but I didn't see that as a deal breaker for me. I don't recall seeing an app version, but I would love to have one. Epocrates doesn't always have everything I need when I don't have cards with me, and the ATI website is annoying on a phone.

Great for nursing school! Well organized and numbered, I did not want to turn these in and not get them back from my professors so I also bought the Davis drug book, it had online access with printable med deck which was perfect and quick for care plans.

I'm sure these cards are great for nurses who need detailed dosing and indication information, but for medical students focused on the mechanism of action of each drug, I recommend PharmCards instead. Also, the drugs are listed in alphabetical order rather than by category, so I had to rearrange all of them and it was frustrating.

The cards had most of my meds needed for Nursing 2nd semester. The only problem is once I put them on the key ring it came with the cards ripped off because they are not laminated and are literally paper thin. Wore out in about a week.

These are great and everything you need for nursing school! Only been a couple so far that I had to look up elsewhere. I posted these for my class and they love them!
I needed these for my clinicals in the nursing program. While they don't contain all the info I need, most of it is on the cards. Not all the meds listed in the drug guide are in this pack but so far out of the 70 drugs I've had to research and know I've only had to actually make new cards for around 8-9 of them. And there is a little space on each card if a few things need to be added as well as a few blank cards to start new ones where needed.
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